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 SLBM systems have traditionally been seen as counter-value weapons systems, ideally suited
 to the support of mutual assured destruction and hence of greater international stability.

 It is the primary contention of this paper that several quite discrete developments are pro-
 viding SLBM systems with a potential, at least under some circumstances, for significant
 counterforce strategic operations. These developments are partly technical (a combination of
 improved ballistic missile inertial guidance systems, MIRVing, and increases in the naviga-
 tional accuracy of the FBM submarines), partly strategic, and partly bureaucratic-political.

 These developments necessitate a re-thinking of much of the conventional wisdom on the
 role of SLBM systems in the American strategic nuclear posture, and of the implications of
 these systems for arms control.

 The dynamics of the Soviet-American stra-
 tegic nuclear relationship, through its do-
 mestic progenitors, has often produced revo-
 lutionary changes in the technology of weap-
 ons systems. And, to a large extent conse-
 quent upon this technological development,
 there have been revolutionary changes in the
 strategic implications of given strategic nu-
 clear weapons systems programmes and in
 their implications for arms control and inter-
 national strategic stability. These respec-
 tive revolutionary developments have usual-
 ly been quite salient. Technologically, this
 was the case wilth (for example) ithe A-bomb,
 the H-bomb, and the long-range ballistic
 missile; and, strategically, it was the case
 with the development of long-range ballistic
 missiles from being relatively inaccurate
 delivery systems to being precision first
 strike weapons, and of long-range bombers
 away from a first strike role (because of their

 increasing ineffectiveness against time-ur-
 gent targets).

 But technological and strategic develop-
 ments are sometimes insufficiently discrete

 for this to be always the case - or for their
 strategic implications and their implications
 for arms control to be immediately obvious.
 This was so with the development of (for
 example) low-yield nuclear weapons, of
 highly accurate ballistic missile re-entry sys-

 tems, of 'controlled response' command and
 control systems, etc.

 It is the primary contention of this paper
 that similar insufficiently discrete develop-
 ments are providing SLBM systems with a
 potential, at least under some circumstances,
 for significant counterforce strategic opera-
 tions.

 There is no question, of course, that
 SLBMs are capable of some counterforce
 operations, and some of the historical back-
 ground to this is discussed below. SLBMs do
 have a substantial counterforce capability
 against manned strategic bombers; the num-
 ber of airfields at which intercontinental

 bombers are based at any one time is rela-
 tively small, the bombers themselves are rel-
 atively 'soft' (a 50 kiloton nuclear explosion
 will disable a bomber at a range of 1l/2 miles),
 and SLBMs have relatively short warning
 times.1 SLBMs also have some counterforce

 capability against other SLBM systems -
 FBM submarines, particularly if they are
 operating at depths of many hundreds of
 feet, are quite vulnerable to underwater nu-

 clear explosions,2 and SLBMs may some-
 times be the only weapons within range of
 these submarines when their destruction is

 'time urgent'. The United States has also as-
 signed SLBMs to a number of tactical force
 targets, particularly in the European theatre
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 - five FBM submarines with 80 Polaris

 and/or Poseidon missiles are assigned to
 NATO and targeted against Warsaw Pact
 air bases and other military installations.3
 And neither is there any question that, in
 the late 1980s, the Trident SLBM with ter-
 minally-guided MARVs will have very high
 kill probabilities against even the most hard-
 ened and protected ICBM silos. The present
 paper, however, is concerned with the coun-
 terforce capability of current SLBM systems
 against the current generation of land-based
 strategic ballistic missile forces.

 SLBM systems have been given this capa-
 bility in quasi-secrecy. Moreover, this is a
 capability which, within the strategic ana-
 lytic and arms control communities, has tra-
 ditionally never been seen in, or foreseen
 for, sea-based strategic ballistic missile sys-
 tems. Yet it is a development in technical
 capability which has pervasive, and probab-

 ly disturbing implications for arms control
 and for the international strategic situation
 in general.

 It is part of the conventional strategic
 wisdom that SLBM systems, at least as cur-
 rently and foreseeably configured, are sta-
 bilizing with regard to the central Soviet-
 American strategic relationship, i.e. that
 they contribute to greater international stra-
 tegic stability.

 In accordance with that conventional wis-

 dom, the concept of mutual deterrence has
 become almost universally accepted as the
 key to maintaining national security and
 preventing the outbreak of a nuclear war.
 That concept, and particularly its Mutual
 Assured Destruction (MAD) formulation,
 holds that, at a minimum, (a) neither coun-
 try's strategic nuclear deterrent force should
 be vulnerable to a first strike by the other,
 and (b) neither country should so protect its
 population and industry as to deny the other
 the certainty of wreaking a high absolute
 level of destruction; and, moreover, that
 strategic systems be configured such that, in
 a crisis situation, neither country has any
 incentive whatsoever to strike first.

 Submarine-launched ballistic missile sys-

 tems have traditionally been seen as 'ideally
 suited'4 to fulfilling these conditions. The
 mobility and invisibility of nuclear-powered
 ballistic missile submarines makes them vir-

 tually immune to destruction in a surprise
 attack; relatively few of them are required
 to wreak 'unacceptable damage' on an ad-
 versary;5 and, because of their range limita-
 tions, relatively small warheads, and the
 navigation errors of the submarine, it is ar-
 gued that the accuracy-yield combination of
 the SLBM system is such as to satisfy
 the technical requirements for a retaliatory
 strike against cities (large and soft targets)
 while posing no first-strike threat to land-
 based ICBMs.6 The FBM submarines and
 their command authorities need secure and

 reliable communications, but the command
 and control system required for counter-city
 retaliatory missions is far less complex than
 that required if SLBMs were to be used for

 counterforce or controlled response strate-

 gies.

 SLBM systems have traditionally been re-

 garded as countervalue weapons systems for

 technical, strategic, and bureaucratic-politi-
 cal reasons.

 Technically, Polaris SLBMs were limited
 to large and soft targets because of their

 relatively small warheads and high CEPs.

 The Polaris A-i missile carried only a

 0.7 MT warhead; inertial missile guidance

 systems gave CEPs about twice as large as

 those for radio-guidance systems (on, for ex-
 ample, the Atlas and Titan ICBMs) ;7 and

 submarine navigation techniques were much
 less precise than 'today.

 The Polaris system was also limited to
 counter-value operations through its identi-

 fication with the strategic doctrine of Mini-
 mum or Finite Deterrence. This doctrine,

 which characterized Navy strategic thinking

 from the early 1950s, involved the deploy-
 ment of a relatively small long-range strate-
 gic nuclear delivery force, targeted against

 a finite number of enemy population and

 industrial centres as well as military targets
 (often coincidental with urban areas). The

 relatively small number of major popula-
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 tion and industrial centres (as compared to
 all military installations) in the Soviet
 Union, the limits which Finite Deterrence
 placed on submarine numbers (more than
 about 45 FBM submarines was considered a

 provocative, counterforce system),8 and the
 less exacting technical requirements of de-
 stroying population and industrial targets
 meant that Polaris could have no hard-target
 capability.

 And, further, the Navy was driven to sup-
 port counter-city strategies and weapons
 technologies through the pressures of bureau-
 cratic politics.

 Throughout the Eisenhower Administra-
 tion, for example, the Navy received no
 extra money for the increasingly expensive
 Polaris programme. Instead, it was financed
 with money that normally would have been
 spent on other Navy activities - all Navy
 projects were cut by about 10 percent, caus-

 ing much opposition to the programme with-
 in the Navy.9

 Moreover, many within the Navy, includ-
 ing senior officers, looked upon Polaris as
 'a national program, not a Navy program.
 By this they meant that the Polaris mission
 was not a traditional Navy mission, and
 therefore should not be financed out of the
 Navy's share of the defence budget. The
 Navy as a Service was more interested in
 carriers and cruisers, and Polaris funding
 was therefore consistently below the requests
 of those involved in the Polaris programme
 and below what was considered 'the very
 great national need'.10

 The US Navy is a much more composite
 defence establishment than other Services -
 with the Marine Corps included, the Navy
 has 'a completely integrated and co-ordi-
 nated military land, sea, and air machine of
 its own'. There were therefore very strong
 bureaucratic interests working against a
 large Polaris programme - and hence
 against counterforce.

 In fact, however, the American FBM sys-
 tem has always been deployed against some
 military targets (particularly ports and sub-

 marine pens), and there have always been

 some supporters of counterforce strategies in
 the Navy, (although since the early 1950s
 these have not been really significant)."l

 The Navy has always had some nuclear
 counterforce missions. In 1948, the Key West
 agreement granted it the use of the A-bomb
 against 'specifically naval targets'. (How-
 ever, no effort was made to define what
 constituted a 'naval' target or to distinguish
 the use of atomic bombs against port facili-
 ties from strategic bombing.)12 During the
 planning of the Polaris system, submarine
 pens and port facilities were persistently
 mentioned in system statements as probable
 FBM targets, and the phrase 'striking targets
 of naval opportunity' was often used to de-
 scribe the FBM objective.13 And, according
 to Admiral Arleigh Burke, then the Chief
 of Naval Operations, the calculations which
 determined the eventual size of the Polaris

 fleet were based 'entirely on military tar-
 gets' (- the fact that most of these were in
 urban areas was only 'incidental').i4

 At least since the Johnson Administration,
 the United States has pursued a significant
 counterforce capability for its FBM system.
 In particular, the Special Projects Office was
 directed in November 1964 to include 'the
 MIRV concept and advanced guidance sys-
 tems in its B-3 (Poseidon) designs, with a
 hard target counterforce capability as a de-
 velopment goal.'5 According to Harvey Sa-
 polsky,

 The Poseidon is not simply an extrapolation of
 the Polaris technology, a bigger and better mis-
 sile system. The Poseidon will, if the development
 objectives are achieved, possess strategic capabili-
 ties in terms of targeting options that are differ-
 ent from those of the Polaris. In November 1963,
 the Special Projects Office was authorized to pro-
 ceed with the definition of a Polaris follow-on
 (known initially as the B-3) that would enhance
 FBM penetration of defended urban-industrial
 targets. Just as work along these lines was begin-
 ning in the summer of 1964, the concept of mul-
 tiple individually targeted warheads (MIRVs)
 launched from a single missile was proposed by
 an Air Force contractor. MIRVs, by their number
 and spacing, increase significantly the ABM
 penetration capability of incoming warheads.
 Combined with possible improvements in gui-
 dance systems, MIRVs offer the potential for at-
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 tacking hard military targets (for example, mis-
 sile launchers) as well as soft city targets. Faced
 with continued strategic uncertainties, defense of-
 ficials directed the Special Projects Office in
 November 1964, to include the MIRV concept
 and advanced guidance systems in its B-3 de-
 signs, giving the next generation FBM the po-
 tential for both a hard-target (described often as
 'time urgent') and soft-target capability. This
 change in strategic emphasis for the B-3 (desig-
 nated by the President in January 1965 as the
 Poseidon) was said at the time to be an insurance
 measure, though precisely what the insurance
 would buy in strategic terms was not extensively
 discussed with or among Special Projects Office
 personnel. Although the President's Poseidon an-
 nouncement did, in fact, mention increased target
 flexibility for the missile, and subsequent state-
 ments of the Secretary of Defense discussed a
 damage limiting role (necessarily a capacity to
 attack hard or time urgent targets) for the FBM
 force, apparently only a few persons involved in
 the FBM program and even fewer in the general
 public were fully aware of the possible alteration
 of the original B-3 mission... The hard target
 counterforce capability was added to the B-3 pro-
 posal (in) quasi-secrecy.16

 More recently, Secretary of Defense James

 Schlesinger sought to incorporate the FBM
 system into his strategy of counterforce,
 selective nuclear war-fighting optionls. Press
 reports following Schlesinger's January 1974
 briefings and backgrounders on that 'new'
 strategy suggested that henceforth 'military
 bases [would] become Polaris targets'.17 In-
 formation supplied to the Senate Foreign
 Relations Committee by the Defense Depart-
 ment in March 1974 listed 'technology de-
 velopment [deleted] of Poseidon warheads to
 give SLBMs an increased flexibility' as a
 principal claimant on the $98m. in the F.Y.
 1975 Defense Budget for the implementation
 of Schlesinger's 'new' targeting doctrine.18
 Schlesinger himself testified before that
 Committee on 4 March 1974 that SLBMs
 were adaptable to his 'selective strategy',
 and that the SLBM was no longer primarily
 'an anti-city missile'.19

 In fact, a number of sources have recently
 alluded to the counterforce capability of
 SLBM systems - for example, the Stock-
 holm International Peace Research Institute

 (SIPRI).20 Some critics have gone even

 further and argued that new submarine
 navigation systems and associated techniques
 in effect actually commit SLBM systems to
 a first-strike counterforce role.21

 Certainly, the concomitant shift of em-
 phasis towards sea-based missile systems in
 the American strategic nuclear arsenal and
 towards counterforce and selective response
 capabilities in the American basic national
 strategic policy suggests that SLBM systems
 are capable of this quite different role.

 Such a capability has apparently been
 achieved in recent years through a combina-
 tion of improved ballistic missile inertial
 guidance systems (which are essentially
 equivalent in both the land-based Minute-
 man and the SLBMs), MIRVing, and in-
 creases in the navigational accuracy of the
 FBM submarines.

 First, MIRVing has given SLBMs a greater
 hard-target capability.

 The November 1964 directive to the
 Navy's Special Project Office, cited earlier,
 specifically connected the MIRVing of the
 Poseidon re-entry system with a hard-tar-

 get counterforce capability. Official sources
 have often admitted that MIRVs give the
 Poseidon SLBM increased counterforce ca-
 pabilities.

 David Packard, Deputy Secretary of De-

 fense under Secretary Laird, told a congres-
 sional subcommittee in 1970 that the Posei-

 don SLBM represented a 60/o increase over
 the Polaris A-3 missile (with either one

 1 MT. warhead or three 200 KT. warheads)
 in effectiveness against hard targets.22

 And in Washington's Naval Museum there
 is a display of Poseidon. The description

 concludes: 'Poseidon will have double the
 payload of the Polaris A-3. It will be twice
 as accurate. As a result, its effectiveness

 against a hardened target will be some eight
 times greater than the latest version of

 Polaris'.23

 This increased counterforce capability of

 MIRVs is borne out in various calculations.
 It was, for example, illustrated in 1967 by

 Defense Department figures that compare
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 Kill Probability for Various Warhead Yields - ?/o
 bility)

 (Assuming 300 p.s.i. hard targets and lOOps relia-

 i v i TUFT3 X 200 KTin v KH in"Increase in P (f 1X1) MT 200KT 1 X A50 KT hardtarget CEP (ft) (nm (Polaris A-3; (Poseidon) hard target
 CEPa Minuteman)e1fectiveness

 10,000 3.3 3.3 4.31
 5,000 12 12 16 4
 3,500 24 24 30 6
 2,750 36 36 45 9
 2,500 41 41 52 11
 2,000 56 56 67 11
 1,500 76 76 81 5
 1,375 85 85 90 5
 1,000 96 96 98.5 2.5
 500 99 99 99

 the damage inflicted by a 'hypothetical'
 MIRV package of ten fifty-kiloton war-
 heads (i.e. the Poseidon package) with that
 from a single ten-megaton warhead. The
 MIRVs would destroy:
 - 10 times the number of airfields, soft

 missile sites, or other soft military tar-
 gets;

 - 1.2 to 1.7 times the number of hardened
 missile silos.24

 The actual increase in SLBM hard target
 capability due to MIRVing depends upon
 the assumed CEP.

 Calculations on the RAND Bomb Damage
 Effects Computer (pocket calculator) indi-
 cate that MIRVing increases kill probabili-
 ties (or the summe dradii of destruction for
 a given p.s.i. and similar CEPs) against hard
 (300 p.s.i.) targets by up to 11lo/; i.e. in
 the relevant CEP range (1375-2750 feet, or
 1/4-1/8 mile), ten 50-KT MIRVs have a 5-
 110/o greater probability of knocking out
 hard targets than a single 1-MT warhead,
 and a marginally greater kill probability at
 lower CEPs. (Incidentally, the calculations
 also indicate higher kill probabilities for
 Poseidon than for either the 1 X 1 MT or

 3 X 200 KT Minuteman warheads, given
 equivalent CEPs).

 Moreover, those kill probabilities are very
 high. Even if the CEP is only a quarter of a
 mile (and assuming 300 p.s.i. hard targets
 and 1000/o reliability), ten 50 KT warheads
 have a greater than 900/0 total kill probabili-

 ty. But if CEPs can approach an eighth of
 a mile, the kill probability of a single 50 KT
 warhead becomes about 620/0; three 50 KT
 warheads raise the probability to 950/0; and
 if the Poseidon warheads are all aimed at
 the one target, it is, of course, well over
 990/o25

 These calculations indicate that MIRVs, as
 compared with a single larger warhead,
 raise the kill probabilities against a single
 hard target. But MIRVing also increases the
 counterforce capability of a missile force
 against a given set of targets, through the
 technique of 'cross-targeting'. As Alain C.
 Enthoven, then the head 'of Systems Analysis
 (OSD), told a Senate sub-committee in 1968:

 We do have a hard target killing capability, and
 I think that MIRVs contribute to this capability
 because they can be cross-targeted and can be
 laid down in patterns.26

 Second, submarine nagivational accuracy
 has improved enormously.

 Excluding for the moment the possibility
 of terminal guidance, 'two positions must be
 known for missile launching: target and
 launcher. In the SLBM system this puts great
 importance on navigation since the position
 of the launcher is the position of the sub-
 marine and is continuously changing. In
 particular, it is necessary for the submarine
 to have accurate knowledge of its location,
 orientation, and speed at the time of missile
 launch.
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 Several methods complement each other in
 the FBM submarine to provide a high order
 of accuracy in determining the ship's posi-
 tion. The heart of the system is the Ship's
 Inertial Navigation System (SINS), a com-
 plex system of gyroscopes, accelerometers
 and computers, which relate movement and
 speed of the ship in all directions to true
 north and give a continuous ship position
 information. Numerous equipments are in-
 cluded in the submarine navigation system
 to provide an all-weather capability of veri-
 fying the accuracy of SINS. These include
 both optical and electronic devices for astro-
 navigation; accurate time and frequency in-
 formation from an onboard cesium atomic

 clock; the US Navy Transit navigation satel-
 lite and its successor NNSS; Loran-C low-
 frequency radio transmission; VLF radio
 transmission; an electromagnetic log; acous-
 tic reading of the ocean floor; underwater
 transponders; and other position-fixing data
 sources. Data from all these sources is fed
 into the submarine's NAVDAC computer

 (Navigation Data Accumulation Computer)
 and used to periodically update the SINS.

 (a) SINS:
 The errors in this system are dominated

 by the performance of the gyroscopes. Iner-
 tial grade gyroscopes are now in extensive
 use commercially and achieve a 'high relia-
 bility navigation error buildup expectation
 of about 6000 feet per hour'.27 For the
 SINS, however, the error can be expected to
 be much lower than this. Herbert Scoville
 and David Hoag have estimated 'with some
 confidence, that a high cost development
 and procurement [effort] for military gyros
 could achieve a factor of 100 improvement
 or better for use in the submarine inertial
 navigation system. Such a system could then
 hold navigation error buildup between [ex-
 ternal] fixes to... 500 feet... or less for up
 to 10 hours or more'.28 Also, all FBM sub-
 marines have three SINS sets, so that errors
 tend to cancel each other out.29

 (It should be noted that the degradation
 in SINS performance is not linear - gyro-

 scopic drift is not at an average rate. The
 errors which develop hour by hour are in-
 dependent of each other, some of the drift
 even being back towards the 'true' position,
 making the drift follow more of a square
 root law. Accepting a 500 ft. drift over 10
 hours, this would mean a drift of about 100-
 150 ft. in the first hour).3o

 (b) Navigation satellites:
 American FBM submarines are equipped

 with the AN/BRN-3 satellite receiver, allow-
 ing them to receive satellite position fixes
 while submerged (though, presumably, using
 a surfaced antenna).31

 The Transit system uses six satellites in
 circular polar orbits of about 600 nautical
 miles. Consequently, a Transit satellite pas-
 ses over every point on the earth's surface
 about every 30-90 minutes (though it may
 sometimes be less frequent than this). The
 satellite is programmed to put out position-
 fixing signals in digital data-form every 2
 minutes. Transit satellites provide fixes of
 within about 150-200 yards of the actual
 position - and perhaps even as little as 50
 yards.32

 Successor navigation satellite systems to
 Transit have been developed to provide
 continuous position-fixing - for example,
 the new Global Positioning System (former-
 ly Defence Navigation Satellite System).
 The Global Positioning System, for which
 the first launch is to take place in 1977 and
 limited global capability to be achieved by
 1981, is expected to provide 'a continuous,
 world-wide, all-weather positioning capa-
 bility with an accuracy of tens of feet in
 three dimensions'.88

 (c) Land-based LF systems:
 All American FBM submarines are equip-

 ped with LORAN receiving equipment. Lo-
 ran-C is a low frequency radio navigation
 aid which provides all-weather coverage to
 a very limited part of the world, principally
 in the northern hemisphere - there are
 about 30 stations in the system, each with an
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 effective range of about 1200 miles, provid-
 ing cover over about 6,000,000 square miles
 or about 4?!o of the surface of the earth. It
 is interesting to note, however, that this
 Loran-C coverage is very similar to the
 operational launching areas of the FBM sub-
 marines. Loran-C has an underwater recep-
 tion capability to a depth of 9-12 feet, al-
 lowing the submarine to use an underwater
 trailing aerial system. Sub-Loran A is a
 sonic system that works on the same prin-
 ciple as Loran-C Ibut which reportedly has
 an effective range of about 10,000 miles.

 The accuracies quoted for Loran-C and
 Sub-Loran A systems range from 250-300
 feet to about 500 feet.s4

 (d) VLF radio transmission:
 FBM submarines are equipped with effec-

 tive VILF receiving systems, quiet receiv-
 ers, phase-sensitive detectors, and effective
 aerials capable of detecting VLF signals to
 about 50 feet below the surface. And they
 have the circuitry and computer power on
 board capable of using navigation data from
 VLF radio stations.

 For most of the period since the FBM sub-
 marines became operational this has meant
 reliance on VLF transmissions optimized
 for communications purposes - transmis-

 sions from such stations as Cutler (Maine),
 North West Cape (Western Australia), Jim
 Creek (Washington State), Hawaii, Panama,
 etc. However, these stations operate at fre-
 quencies (from about 16.0 kHz to 24.0 kHz)
 which are slightly too high and operationally
 too unstable for navigational purposes.35

 More recently, however, FBM submarines
 have had available to them transmissions
 from the Omega VLF navigation system, an

 8-station, world-wide system operating in
 the 10.2 to 13.6 kHz frequency band.

 The navigational accuracy capabililty of
 Omega is a matter of some dispute. The of-
 ficial US position is that normal hyperbolic
 Omega provides an accuracy of only ?1-2
 nautical miles (RMS) and hence 'does not
 possess sufficient accuracy' for FBM sub-
 marines.36 The Royal Society of New Zea-

 land Report of the Ad-Hoc Committee on
 the Omega Navigation System estimated
 'that the root-mean-square error of position
 fixes with daylight radio paths is about 1000
 yards... [and] the night line errors is about
 2000 yards. During the night/day transition
 periods errors could be much larger than
 2,000 yards for a short period'.37

 There are, however, techniques for greatly
 improving these figures. One is Differential
 Omega, where a fixed land-based monitor-
 ing station checks its measured position from
 normal hyperbolic Omega against its known
 position and broadcasts the necessary cor-
 rections. Differential Omega has provided
 accuracies of from 600 to 1500 feet, although
 it is only effective within ranges of about
 200-300 miles from the broadcasting sta-
 tion.38

 Another technique is Precision Omega,
 which is a hybrid system using both Omega
 and navigation satellites, with signals from
 the latter being used to correct the Omega
 error on each satellite pass. The accuracy of
 this system is dependent on the accuracy of
 the satellite fix and on the drift rate of
 Omega errors between satellite passes. It can
 be as low as about 200 feet, with a drift rate
 of 100 ft. per hour between satellite updates.

 (e) Underwater transponders:

 Underwater transponders, or sonar navi-
 gation beacons placed on the sea-bed, can
 be either active or passive. The active 'tran-
 sponder requires the submarine to actually
 instigate the responder - it sends out a
 question to it by means of a signal and the
 responder replies. Passive transponders emit
 signals continuously; these signals are de-
 tected and interpreted by the submarine
 and, depending on the distance of the sub-
 marine from the transponder or beacon, ac-
 curacy can be less than 10 feet.39

 (f) Sonar tracking equipment:
 Accurate maps of the contours of the sea

 floor are available for submarine use. Sub-
 marines can travel submerged to previously
 surveyed distinctive features on the sea bot-
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 tomrn such as sea mounts, channels, ridges, etc.
 Sonar reading of the contours can give an
 accuracy of less than 10 feet.40

 (g) Magnetic sensors:
 Magnetic sensors aboard the FBM sub-

 marines can read the earth's magnetic field
 very accurately; comparison of this reading
 with magnetic contour maps can provide an
 accurate position fix of about 50 feet.41

 (h) Surface sightings (optical and radio):
 Excellent navigation can be obtained by

 bringing the submarine to the surface and
 taking sightings, optically (visibility permit-
 ting) or by radio means, on celestial (by op-
 tical star tracker and radiometric sextant) or
 land references. Only a periscope need be
 exposed.

 Navigational Accuracies of Various Aids

 SINS

 Navigation satellite -
 lTransit
 Global Positioning
 System

 Loran-C and Sub-Loran A
 VLF -

 Hyperbolic Omega
 Differential Omega
 Precision Omega

 Underwater transponders
 Sonar tracking equipment
 Magnetic sensors

 Operational Factors in
 tion:

 Accuracy (RMS)
 500 ft. (up to 10

 hours or more)

 450-600 ft.

 50 ft.
 250-500 ft.

 ?1-2 naut. miles
 600 to 1500 ft.
 150 to 1500-3000 ft.
 Less than 10 ft.
 Less than 10 ft.
 Less than 50 ft.

 Submarine Naviga-

 VLF is the only navigation aid continuous-
 ly available, with world-wide coverage, and
 receivable underwater. The submarine can

 remain at normal patrol depths, needing
 only to trail an underwater antenna to with-
 in about 30-50 feet of the surface. However,

 it is, at least by itself, the least accurate of
 the various navigation aids available. Loran
 C and Sub-Loran A are much more accurate,

 and can also be received by an underwater
 aerial (within about 9-12 feet of the surface),
 but the global coverage of the system is very
 limited. Navigation satellites offer very high
 accuracies, but their coverage is not con-

 tinuous; and, more especially, their HF
 transmissions can only be received if the
 submarine floats a 3-4 ft. antenna on the

 ocean surface, probably for 3 or 4 minutes,
 with some danger of detection by enemy
 ASW. Moreover, the satellites and their
 ground stations, like the land-based VLF
 and LF transmitters, are themselves vulner-
 able to enemy counterforce action. The op-
 tical star tracker and radiometric sextant

 also involve exposing sensors above the sea
 surface, although these would compromise
 the submarine less than a NAVSAT antenna

 because periscope exposure time is much
 briefer than for radio fixes. The optical star
 tracker might be made non-metallic, but it
 can only be used in clear weather. Sonar
 beacons and sonar tracking offer the best po-
 sition-fixing accuracies, but their use could
 be quite a nuisance operationally. Moreover,
 the surveyed areas and the areas of emplaced
 beacons are obvious spots for ASW search
 operations. The use of active sonar would

 also compromise the submarine's position.

 However, secrecy is not as essential for a

 submarine initiating a first strike counter-

 force attack since disclosure of its position a
 short time before launch would not neces-

 sarily interfere with the carrying out of its

 mission.42

 In discussions of the targeting capabilities

 of SLBMs, too little attention is paid to such

 factors as the range of the missile from fir-

 ing station to impact point, and the sub-

 marine's expected navigational errors. Re-

 ductions in both these factors increase the

 end accuracy of CEP of the SLBMs.43
 The actual CEP of an SLBM is approxi-

 mately determined, in quite simplified terms,
 by the relationship:

 A = 1/ B2 + E2

 and B = r.M
 R

 i. e. A = (r * M2 + E2
 R

 where:
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 A is the actual end CEP of the missile

 (whether launched from land or sea) at im-
 pact;

 M is the CEP of missiles launched from geo-
 detically-known sites to geodetically-known
 impact points over intercontinental range.
 (For equivalent ranges, this figure should be
 approximately the same for the Polaris A-3
 and Poseidon missiles as for the Minuteman

 III, as there is no reason to expect the guid-
 ance technology of SLBMs to be inferior);
 R is the intercontinental range (which, for
 Minuteman, has been extended to about

 6,500 miles);
 r is the actual range of the missile from fir-
 ing station to impact point. For SLBMs, of
 course, this is much less than that of the

 ICBM - typically about "/s Ito 1/2. (The max-
 imum ranges of the Polaris A-2 is 1,500 nau-
 tical miles and of the A-3, 2,500 nautical
 miles);

 and E is the navigational error of the sub-
 marine (in c.e.p., not RMS).44

 It can readily be seen that, since M & R
 are, equivalently and respectively, the CEP
 and range of the Minuteman (and assuming
 equivalent Minuteman and SLBM warhead
 yields), reductions in r and E, after some
 point, give SLBMs a kill probability against
 hard counterforce targets higher than that
 for ICBMs.45

 For example, for one set of relevant fig-

 ures: R assumed to be one half, M to be
 1500 feet, and E to be 200 feet):

 A = V(1/2.1500)2 + (200)2

 or just over 775 feet - which is only a little
 more than half the assumed value of M (or
 the assumed Minuteman CEP), and would

 give the Poseidon a much greater hard target
 counterforce capability. Even if E is 1000

 feet (c.e.p.),

 A = 1/(1/2.1500)2 + (1000)2
 = 1250 feet

 which is, again, less than the assumed Min-
 uteman CEP.

 Third, improvements in ballistic missile
 guidance systems have enhanced the counter-
 force capabilities of SLBM's. (This factor is
 especially important since kill probability
 varies essentially with the square of the
 CEP.)

 American officials have often attested to
 this increased capability of the Poseidon
 SLBM. For example, in the spring of 1968,
 Dr John S. Foster, Jr., then the Director of
 DDR & E, told a Senate Sub-committee:

 Recently... we found ways of improving the ac-
 curacy of Poseidon so as to be able to get much
 greater kill capabilities even though the warhead
 yields were reduced, and so in fact we are begin-
 ning to get a rather effective damage limiting
 capability.46

 The Nixon Administration several times

 sought to pursue lower CEPs. In April 1969,
 three months after the Administration as-
 sumed office, the new Secretary of Defense,
 Melvin Laird, requested funds to 'signifi-
 cantly improve the accuracy of Poseidon
 missiles'; (the request was quietly withdrawn
 later in the year precisely because of its
 first strike implications).47

 It came to light in Congressional hearings
 in 1970 that the Administration had re-
 peated this request in the F.Y. 1971 defence
 budget, but the funds were eliminated by
 the House Armed Services Committee.48 In
 1971 an attempt was made to amend the
 F.Y. 1972 defense authorization bill 'to pro-
 vide $5m. for the purpose of improving
 guidance systems for both Poseidon and
 Minuteman III, but this was defeated in a
 Senate vote.49 In August 1972 a House-
 Senate Conference voted against a further
 proposal from the Administration for spend-
 ing $20m. to improve warhead accuracies
 through 'research and development in im-
 proved re-entry vehicles'.50 One of Mr
 Schlesinger's first acts on becoming Secre-
 tary of Defense in mid-1973 was to approve
 work on a more accurate missile guidance
 system,51 apparently without first obtaining
 Congressional authorization - that he only
 received in June 1974 after personally tak-
 ing his arguments to Congress.52 The Navy
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 is currently pursuing a wide range of pro-
 jects designed to improve the overall deliv-
 ery accuracy of its ballistic missiles.53

 The most significant development in mis-
 sile guidance is that of mid-course or termi-
 nal guidance for the missiles. Mid-course
 and/or terminal guidance not only gives ex-
 treme accuracies (CEP's could come down
 to a few tens of yards or less) but also vir-
 tually obviates the need for better submarine
 navigation. The accuracy of an inertially
 guided ballistic missile is dominated by the
 errors that have accumulated during the pre-
 launch and early phases of powered flight.
 If the accumulated error could be reduced

 before the end of powered flight by some
 new measurement process, then the guidance
 could steer Ito a more accurate (thrust-termi-

 nation velocity with accompanying reduction
 of miss at the target.

 An independent source of data which in
 some situations would be useful in improv-
 ing CEP is the making of onboard sightings
 of celestial objects late in powered flight
 when the rocket has climbed up above the
 atmosphere and obscuring clouds.54

 Star-tracking instrumentation for mid-

 course guidance has been developed by both
 the United States and the Soviet Union for
 use on their SLBM systems. Star trackers
 were developed by a number of manufac-
 turers in the U.S. in the early 1960s, in con-
 nection with the mobile medium range bal-
 listic missile (MMRBM) and Skybolt air
 launched ballistic missile programmes, as
 well as for space navigation and control sys-
 tems.55 When 'the MMRBM was cancelled
 in 1964, the stellar inertial guidance pro-
 gramme was retained as the Stellar Aquisi-

 tion Feasibility Flight (STAFF) programme.
 Several flight tests were conducted using
 Polaris A-l missiles which demonstrated the
 feasibility of 'the concept.56

 In 1969 a stellar inertial system was de-
 veloped for the Poseidon SLBM, although
 apparently it was not used with 'that mis-
 sile.57 However, a stellar inertial system is
 now being used with the Lockheed Trident
 SLBM.58

 The new Soviet SS-N-8 submarine ballis-

 tic missile is reported to be equipped with a
 stellar inertial guidance system.59

 These stellar guidance systems have main-
 tained previously achieved SLBM accuracies
 over considerably extended ranges.60 (Tri-
 dent has a maximum range of about 4,600
 statute miles compared to Poseidon's 2,880
 miles; the SS-N-8 has a maximum range of
 about 4,800 statute miles compared to the
 SS-N-6's 1,750 statute miles.) Hence, in
 terms of firings over equivalent distances,
 stellar guidance decreases end CEP by about
 one half.

 But stellar guidance systems are not suf-
 ficient by themselves for SLBM guidance.
 Stellar inertial systems can provide mid-
 course guidance to overcome uncertainties in
 the orientation (especially azimuth) of the
 launch position, but they are not capable of
 significantly reducing the need for an accu-

 rate knowledge of the submarine's launch

 position (as distinct from orientation); for

 this, the FBM submarines must remain de-

 pendent on radio-navigation systems.

 The Navy has also considered

 the use of Transit for midcourse or reentry cor-
 rections, and to control terminal guidance onto
 targets which do not emit their own homing sig-
 nals. The system might also incorporate a report-
 back feature. This would tell the launching
 vehicle, or some central data-collection point,
 where each missile hit, when, and how.61

 Mid-course guidance from Navy navigation

 satellites will become operational in the late

 1970s and early 1980s when the Global Posi-

 tioning System (GPS) is deployed. If the

 warhea'd po'ssesses controlled manoeuverabil-

 ity, and some terminal sensing capability

 during the re-entry state, the explosive pay-

 load could be steered right to the target.

 Motivated by other pursuits, engineers are
 making considerable progress in automatic

 pattern recognition technology. It is con-

 ceivable 'that a re-entering warhead could be

 instructed to sense and recognize local ter-

 rain in the vicinity of the target and thereby

 achieve pinpoint accuracy. Such a re-entry
 vehicle would be quite complex, consequent-
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 ly the explosive yield of the warhead would
 be reduced from that of a conventional sys-
 tem of the same size and weight. (Alterna-
 tively the re-entry vehicle size could be
 made larger to keep the same warhead
 yield).62

 It was revealed in January 1974 that the
 Pentagon was developing a new type of
 MIRV, one which is to have both increased
 accuracy and a capability to manoeuvre. The
 new warhead, known as MARV, for Ma-
 neuverable Re-entry Vehicle, has been ru-
 moured for some time - its advanced devel-

 opment was reported by William Beecher in
 the New York Times in August 197263 -
 but it was first officially mentioned in a
 footnote to the Defense Department's Octo-
 ber-December 1973 quarterly report to Con-
 gress on the costs of major weapons pro-
 grammes.64

 The Defense Department's quarterly re-
 port noted that there had been a $221m. in-
 crease in the Trident missile-submarine pro-
 gramme to pay for 'an advanced develop-
 ment effort for MARV'. It stated that the
 warheads are to go on the SLBMs being de-
 veloped for the Trident submarines, the first
 of which is to go into operation in 1978.65
 The actual re-entry system for the Trident's
 MARVed C-4 SLBMs is the General Electric
 Mark 500.66 Flight tests for the Mk. 500
 have been carried through advanced devel-
 opment, and are currently being undertaken
 to ensure compatibility between the Mk. 500
 RV and the Trident C-4 missile.

 The Mk. 500 MARV system, however, is
 capable of only preselected manoeuvres dur-
 ing atmospheric re-entry - the terminally
 guided manoeuvring capability is intended
 more to help the RV evade ABM intercep-
 tors should the Soviets abrogate SALT,
 rather than to increase its accuracy, and, in-
 deed, the Mk. 500 may be no more accurate
 than its ballistic counterpart.

 But a true terminally guided 'homing'
 MARV is being considered for possible use
 on the Trident 2 (D-5) missile, presently
 scheduled for development in the mid-1980s.
 This type of terminal guidance unit, operat-

 ing all the way to the target, can bring CEP's
 down to fifty to a hundred feet. This would
 make all missile sites vulnerable to destruc-

 tion by nuclear attack; it is unlikely that any
 conceivable degree of superhardening could
 protect a strategic target from the effects of
 a nuclear explosion some 30 yards away, no
 matter how small the warhead - even a
 20 KT bomb with a 100 ft. CEP would have

 a greater than 990/0 probability of destroy-
 ing a target hardened to more than 1000 psi.

 In addition to a better CEP and a slightly
 larger kill radii, the SLBM has other impor-
 tant advantages in counterforce warfare.67

 First, the reduced flight time of the SLBM
 drastically reduces warning and reaction
 time, giving the SLBM an enormous advan-
 tage against 'time urgent' force targets.
 Whereas an ICBM flight time is usually
 about 30 minutes, that of an SLBM is only
 10-15 minutes - and if the target is near the

 coast, or on an island, as indeed many tar-
 gets are, then the SLBM flight time would
 be even less than 10 minutes. An ICBM
 warning time would typically be about 25
 minutes, and an SLBM warning time 5-10
 minutes. Since there will be a further delay
 until a response can be made the effect on
 reaction time could be even more drastic
 than the difference in warning times would
 indicate. It could well be that the short flight
 time (and also the type of trajectories) of
 SLBMs, effectively reduces reaction time to
 zero. In that case SLBMs could be used to
 paralyse early warning systems, command
 and control communications, ABM radars
 and possibly the national command authori-
 ties themselves. Any surviving enemy mis-
 sile silos and other strategic nuclear forces,
 still intact after the initial SLBM strike,
 could then be picked off more or less at
 leisure in successive strikes, whether by
 SLBMs, ICBMs or strategic bombers.

 Second, the well known flexibility of
 SLBMs is also an important attribute in
 counterforce warfare. No matter how effec-
 tive a first strike may be, some targets will
 survive because of ABM defence, missile un-
 reliability, or just because they were 'missed'.
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 A follow up strike will therefore be required.
 Surveillance satellites and other monitor-

 ing systems can indicate which targets need
 to be hit again, but here speed is even more
 of the essence than in the first round. After

 all, the enemy now knows there is a war on,
 and will presumably be in a hurry to make

 use of his surviving weapons. Thus rthe im-
 portance of the reduced flight times of
 SLBMs is even greater in a follow up strike.

 These considerations also apply to targets
 not known about in preparing the first
 strike, but since identified as soon as the

 enemy begins to respond to it - enemy sub-
 marines which have fired some but not all of
 their missiles or have for other reasons been

 forced to expose themselves to detection,
 freshly launched military satellites (to re-
 place those 'shot down'), and previously un-
 identified communications and jamming sta-
 tions or mobile ICBM launchers, etc.

 Their very 'survivability' makes SLBMs
 more useful than ICBMs for an immediate

 follow up strike. Whereas there is pressure
 to launch as many ICBMs as possible before
 the first enemy response to your first strike
 can arrive and destroy those you have kept
 in reserve, the pressure is less with SLBMs.
 They can be supplied with fresh target in-

 formation right up until their communica-
 tion system is disrupted, with instructions

 to launch only when this disruption has ac-
 tually occurred. There is no need to shorten

 the interval between the first strike and the
 follow up in order to avoid risking destruc-

 tion of the reserve missiles themselves.
 Thus 'survivability' in a counterforce

 weapons system has first strike as well as
 'deterrence' implications.

 Third, the mobility of SLBMs greatly
 complicates the problem of ABM defence.
 ICBMs launched from silos in the United
 States must, by definition, come from the
 direction of the United States. To detect
 and meet these missiles, Soviet early warn-
 ing radars, ABM radars and ABM missiles
 need only be deployed over a small arc.
 SLBMs on the other hand, can come from
 any direction and so defence against them

 has to cover the full 360?. (And the ABM
 defence problem is many times greater.)

 There are, however, three very important
 qualifications to the SLBMs counterforce
 strategic capabilities: the vulnerability of
 the submarine navigation system, problems
 of maintaining continuous dependable com-
 munications with the submerged FBM sys-
 tem,68 and the problem that 'once you fire
 you expose the boat'.69

 SLBM counterforce capability is depen-
 dent upon the maintenance of precise sub-
 marine navigation, continuously available.
 But for the required precision, the FBM sub-
 marine navigation system is not and cannot
 be self-contained. It is, and always will be,
 dependent on external guidance. As a re-
 sult, the counterforce effectiveness of SLBMs

 is vulnerable. (This 'vulnerability' is essen-
 tially similar to that of the radio-guided

 ICBMs of !the late 1950s and early 1960s).
 System redundancies should, however, be
 able to substantially maintain counterforce-
 tolerable naviga'tion errors.70

 The problem of communications is prob-
 ably more critical. As Albert Langer has
 argued:

 For the counter-city warfare all that is really re-
 quired is a single message that gives the code to
 unlock the firing mechanisms on the missiles
 (whether ICBMs or SLBMs). Even if all further
 communications are cut off, the local commander
 can then proceed to hit pre-assigned targets. It is
 of course preferable that more detailed command
 and control should be possible, but it is not abso-
 lutely essential. Moreover, for purposes of 'deter-
 rence' it does not matter much how great a delay
 there can be in receiving such a message. The
 certainty that no mat'ter how greatly a communi-
 cations network is damaged, eventually such a
 message will get through, is quite sufficient (pro-
 vided the missiles themselves remain effective).
 The many and various 'back-up' systems are ade-
 quate for this purpose.

 For counter-force warfare on the other hand,
 very much more detailed information is re-
 quired. The submarine commander must be in-
 formed precisely which targets are to be attacked,
 on a 'real-time' basis. There is no point in hitting
 missile silos which are already empty or which
 have been destroyed by other strategic forces. All
 sorts of data must be supplied, continuously and
 rapidly.7"
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 But, to begin with, the huge 'soft' VLF com-
 munications stations are vulnerable to jam-
 ming, black-outs induced by high-altitude
 nuclear explosions, and, of course, to direct
 physical destruction. Moreover, back-up com-
 munications systems (such as 'Tacamo' air-
 borne VLF, Omega stations used for com-
 munications, the various low power LF and
 VLF emergency transmitters available, and
 the future 'Seafarer' ELF and satellite-borne

 VLF systems) do not have the capacity of the
 huge VLF communication stations to trans-
 mit large amounts of detailed targeting in-
 formation continuously and rapidly. (They
 have only the capacity for minimal essen-
 tial communications, such as those required
 for counter-city retaliation.)72 Finally, there
 is some doubt as to whether contact between

 shore and submarine is dependable enough
 in continuity for major counterforce roles
 for the submerged FBM system. On 6 March
 1962, Rear Admiral Galantin disclosed that
 1000/o reception of messages sent to sub-
 merged submarines was being achieved;73
 but Rear Admiral Samuel Gravely said in
 May 1972 that 'one of our problems is that
 some of our messages never get delivered'.74
 According to John Newhouse, 'communicat-
 ing with the boats when they are submerged

 is something of a problem... [but it] is not,
 in the words of an in-house expert, 'really
 serious'.'75 It may be little different from

 the occasional lapses which occur even with
 land-based systems.76

 Essentially, these qualifications mean that
 the SLBMs counterforce capability is re-
 stricted to particular situations - to, for ex-
 ample, a first strike or an immediate follow
 up strike where target information can be
 completely co-ordinated in advance and the
 follow up modifications can at least be
 transmitted with reasonable speed; or to cir-
 cumstances of slow-motion controlled coun-
 terforce war-fighting in which navigation
 and communication systems are left intact
 for some period.

 The Navy has now decided to exploit the
 hard-target counterforce potential of the
 FBM system to the utmost - primarily for

 Service and bureaucratic/political reasons.
 Firstly, it enables the Navy to compete with
 the Air Force in the counterforce role, and
 thus over a wider range of budgets and
 weapons programmes and systems. Second-
 ly, and more importantly, the Polaris A-3
 and Poseidon development programmes are
 nearing an end and, therefore, in order to
 maintain the Navy budget (absolutely and
 relatively), manpower, and Service morale,
 as well as the Navy's power-political posi-
 tion in the defence establishment, a new
 generation of sea-launched missiles is neces-
 sary.77 These can only be justified by re-
 course to counterforce strategies, since even
 the technologically-obsolescent Polaris sys-
 tem is sufficient for Minimum or Finite De-

 terrence. In particular, the Navy needs to
 justify the Trident system and its MARV
 warheads and, because of the 'follow-on im-
 perative',78 needs to justify it now. (Funds
 are requested through the F.Y. 1977 budget
 to begin construction of the first five Tri-

 dent submarines). More than anything else,
 this explains the consensus in the Navy in
 support of counterforce damage-limiting op-
 tions at this time.

 This substantial counterforce potential of
 the American SLBM system has, however,
 been acquired in quasi-secrecy. And although
 no single development has seemed dramatic,
 this acquisition amounts to a revolutionary
 development in both technological and stra-
 tegic terms. Certainly, it has many important
 implications for the general international
 strategic balance and its stability and for
 arms control. American land-based strategic
 ballistic missile forces already have a con-
 siderable counterforce capability,79 and this
 is being enhanced in accordance with the
 current American basic national strategic
 policy and doctrine. The large number of
 warheads in the American SLBM system
 (about 5,440 when the Poseidon conversion
 programme is completed) with a significant
 counterforce potential must give concern to
 conservative military planners in the USSR.
 At the very least, it necessitates a re-thinking
 of much of the conventional wisdom on the
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 role of SLBM systems in the American stra-
 tegic nuclear posture.
 A similar re-thinking is necessary with re-

 gard to the implications of these develop-
 ments for arms control. In accordance with

 the conventional wisdom that SLBMs are

 purely countervalue weapons, arms control-
 lers have tended to place great stress on
 such systems for the maintenance of 'stable
 deterrence' - with some even going so far
 as proposing 'sanctuaries' for FBM sub-
 marines.80 But as SLBM systems have be-
 come increasingly capable of counterforce
 operations, this thinking and these proposals
 have become increasingly meaningless; ASW,
 for example, may have become an essential
 means of denying a full first strike disarm-
 ing capability to an adversary. Arms control
 measures should never be predicated on as-
 sumptions of a 'technological plateau' or be
 insensitive to changes in strategic policy;

 military technology is so dynamic, and
 strategic policies so transient, as to lead in-
 evitably to such measures either at best be-
 coming irrelevant or at worst contributing
 to the very dangers they are supposed to
 prevent. Indeed, there is no technical solu-

 tion to the arms race; it is a political
 phenomenon susceptible only to political so-
 lutions.

 Appendix:

 On the Relationship between Ballistic Mis-
 sile Range and End Accuracy

 The formulation used in the text,

 A = I/(M)2 + E2,
 R

 assumes, in effect, the end accuracy of a bal-
 listic missile to be an homogeneous linear
 function of range.

 This is no doubt a close approximation; in
 any case, the great simplicity of the assump-
 tion outweighs the scale of the errors in-
 volved. (In at least one RAND study of
 which I am aware, end accuracy is assumed,
 for analytic purposes, to have an homoge-
 neous linear relationship to range.)

 In fact, it is most likely that the actual
 relationship is of the form: end accuracy =
 k + f (range), where k is an irreduceable er-
 ror and f is an homogeneous function.

 (If terminal guidance is excluded, this ir-
 reduceable error could be many tens of yards
 - resulting from booster separation errors,
 geodetic inaccuracies, faulty prediction of
 atmospheric conditions during missile re-
 entry, wind shears, etc.)

 Then

 A = r[ (M - k) + k]2 + E2.

 It can be seen that a change in range now
 gives a less than proportional change in A:

 M - K

 R dA _

 dr /1+( RE , R
 r(M - k) + Rk

 For SLBM systems, of course, this means
 that a reduction in range produces a less
 than proportional reduction in end accuracy.

 It was shown before that A will always be
 less than M (and hence, assuming equivalent
 warhead yields, SLBMs will have a higher
 kill probability than ICBMs) so long as:

 r<RI/ - E2
 M2

 Now, with the irreduceable error k,

 A<M if:

 r<r(/M2 - E2-k
 M -k M-k

 NOTES
 1.For a fuller discussion of the counterforce

 potential of SLBMs against bomber forces see
 Scoville Jr., Herbert, and Hoag, David D., in
 Tsipis, K.; A.H. Cahn, and B.T. Feld, eds., 1973.
 The Future of the Sea-Based Deterrent. Cam-
 bridge, Mass.: The MIT Press, pp. 46-48.

 2. See Kuenne, Robert E., 1966. The Polaris
 Missile Strike. Columbus: Ohio State University
 Press, pp. 61-62.

 3. See Secretary of Defense Schlesinger, James
 R., 1975. The Theater Nuclear Force Posture in
 Europe (A Report to the United States Congress
 in Compliance with Public Law 93-365), pp. 13,
 18, and Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld, Donald

 M -k
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 H., 26 January 1976. Annual Defense Department
 Report for F.Y. 1977, p. 106.

 4. The phrase is used by both Scoville Jr., Her-
 bert, June 1972. 'Missile Submarines and Na-
 tional Security', Scientific American; reprinted in
 1973. Arms Control: Readings From Scientfic
 American. San Francisco: W.H. Freeman & Com-
 pany, p. 235; and Kuenne, Robert E., 1966. The
 Polaris Missile Strike. Columbus: Ohio State Uni-
 versity Press, p. 30.

 5. In 1964, the then Secretary of Navy Paul
 Nitze claimed that the 12 Polaris submarines then
 operational could, by themselves, 'account for a
 reliatory kill of 25 to 35 million persons'. See
 Missies & Rockets, 9 March 1974, p. 91.

 6. See Scoville, 'Missile Submarines and Na-
 tional Security', pp. 235-7.

 7. See Klass, Phillip J., 2 May 1960. 'Guidance
 Techniques Compared', Aviation Week, pp. 159-
 160.

 8. See Lowe, George E., 1964. The Age of De-
 terrence. Boston: Little, Brown and Company,
 pp. 170-176; and Waskow, Arthur I., 1962. The
 Limits of Defense. Garden City, New York:
 Doubleday &c Company, Inc., p. 35.

 9. Interview with Admiral Arleigh Burke, 29
 July 1970.

 10. See Enthoven, Alain C.; and K. Wayne
 Smith, 1971. How Much is Enough?: Shaping the
 Defense Program, 1961-1969. New York, Harper
 and Row, pp. 16-17.

 11. For a discussion of some more recent inter-
 est in counterforce within the office of the Chief
 of Naval Operations, see Greenwood, Ted, 1975.
 Making the M1RV: A Study of Defense Decision
 Making. Cambridge, Mass.: Ballinger Publishing
 Company, pp. 55-56.

 12. Kissinger, Henry A., 1957. Nuclear Weapons
 and Foreign Policy. Published for the Council on
 Foreign Relations, New York: Harper & Brothers,
 p. 27; see also p. 58.

 13. See Sapolsky, Harvey M., 1972. The Polaris
 System Development, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
 University Press, p. 44.

 14. Interview with Admiral Arleigh Burke, 29
 July 1970; see also Kissinger, Henry A., 1957.
 Nuclear Weapons and Foreign Policy. Published
 for the Council on Foreign Relations. New York:
 Harper & Brothers, p. 58.

 15. See Sapolsky, Harvey M., 1972. The Polaris
 System Development, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
 University Press, pp. 219-222.

 16. Ibid.

 17. See, for example, 'US Shift in N-War
 Strategy: Military Bases Become Polaris Targets',
 Sydney Morning Herald, 2 February 1974, p. 8.

 18.Senate Foreign Relations Committee, 1974.
 US-USSR Strategic Policies. Washington D.C.:
 US Government Printing Office, p. 29.

 19. Ibid., p. 37.

 20.Leitenberg, M., 1969. 'Submarine Launched
 Ballistic Missiles', SIPRI Yearbook of World Ar-
 maments & Disarmament, 1968/69. Stockholm:
 Almquist & Wiksell, pp. 98-99, 104-105; and
 SIPRI Yearbook 1974, p. 117.

 21. See, for example, Langer, Albert, January
 1974. Omega, Poseidon and the Arms Race. Syd-
 ney: AICD Occasional Paper No. 5; reprinted as
 Appendix in Langer, Albert; Owen Wilkes and
 Nils Petter Gleditsch, February 1976. The Mili-
 tary Functions of Omega and Loran-C. Oslo:
 PRIO Publications 11-19, International Peace Re-
 search Institute.

 22. Cited in Newhouse, John, 1973. Cold Dawn:
 The Story of SALT. New York: Holt, Rinehard
 & Winston, p. 29. It is apparent from the follow-
 ing table that, for a 6?/o greater hard-target capa-
 bility, Deputy Secretary Packard was assuming
 a SLBM CEP of just over 1,500 feet, or some-
 thing between 1/3 to 1/4 mile.

 23. Ibid.

 24. Cited in Rodberg, Leonard S. & Derek
 Shearer, eds., 1970. The Pentagon Watchers. New
 York: Anchor Books, Doubleday & Co., p. 313. See
 also DoD Press Release No. 1074-67, 8 November
 1967. The Defense Department also stated that
 '(MIRVS) will be far better suited for destruc-
 tion of ardened enemy missile sites than any
 existing missile warheads'. See the Washington
 Post, 16 January 1968.

 25. These calculations should not be regarded
 as being anything more than indicative of the
 kill probabilities of small MIRVs; they are prob-
 ably over-estimations of the actual kill probabili-
 ties. For one thing, the RAND calculator, as with
 most other publicly available formulae for esti-
 mating kill probabilities, uses a 'cookie cutter'
 (Sigma-0) function, which not only over-estimates
 kill probabilities in general, but does so parti-
 cularly for yields in the sub-megaton range. And,
 second, the calculations ignore the possibility of
 'fratricide', whereby warheads detonating closely
 in time and space may either destroy each other
 or at least grossly reduce each other's accuracy;
 planners might therefore have to limit themselves
 to only one or at most a few RVs per target.

 'Cross-targeting' may be used to overcome
 some of the 'fratricide' problems. In any case, as
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 CEPs improve beyond an eighth of a mile, kill
 probabilities become very high even for single
 50-KT warheads.

 26. Cited in Newhouse, John, 1973. Cold Dawn:
 The Story of SALT. New York: Holt, Rinehard
 & Winston, p. 30. The 'cross-targeting' referred
 to by Enthoven is a technique for increasing the
 probability that, for given missile reliabilities, at
 least some warheads will impact on all targets.
 For example, assume that three missiles, with
 overall operating reliabilities of 67 percent each,
 are targeted against three targets. If, on the one
 hand, each missile carries only one (relatively
 large) warhead, then we can expect to hit only
 two targets (with relatively high kill probabili-
 ties against each of these, but zero kp against the
 third). If, however, each missile has three (rela-
 tively small) MIRVs, each of which is targeted
 on a different target, then we can expect two
 warheads (still with high kill probabilities) to
 land on each of the three targets. In other words,
 the cross-targeting of MIRVed missiles allows a
 more efficient distribution of kill probabilities
 over a given number of targets.

 27. Scoville Jr., Herbert and David D. Hoag in
 Tsipis, K., A.H. Cahn, and B.T. Feld, eds., 1973.
 The Future of the Sea-Based Deterrent. Cam-
 bridge, Mass.: The MIT Press, p. 40.

 28. Ibid. The commercial intertial gyroscopes
 cost about $100,000 or less each; the FBM sub-
 marine's SINS package, however 'is something of
 the order of $ 2m' Ibid., and testimony of Willis,
 Commodore G.J., 1973. Evidence Presented to the
 Parliamentary Joint Committee on Foreign Af-
 fairs and Defence on the Proposed Omega Instal-
 lation in Australia, p. 89.

 29. See Brown, Neville, June 1970. 'Deterrence
 from the Sea', Survival, p. 195.
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